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concepts for beginners What is the Stonewall

results, More promising for Black is the

Attack? Basically it is the Dutch Defence

potential attack along the c-ï¬•le, and tricks

Stonewall variation played by White. As

involving

however,

White gains a tempo by having the 1st move

Whiteâ€™s kingside attack in these lines is

this is one of the defences that converts

promising. The stonewall attack can be used

nicely into an attack., Still, I think the

after Ne5 and f4. Another plan is a

Stonewall Attack may be OK at the club

combination of Ne5 and Nd2-f3-g5, aiming at

level. The following game by Santasiere

both h7 and f7. It isnâ€™t necessary to set

shows how easily White can win if Black

up a stonewall to attack., If anyone wants a

doesnâ€™t know how to meet it., Stonewall

copy of the stonewall attack in pdf form send

Attack - Sac to Attack by NM William Stewart

me a message .Ive been wanting to buy a

(2011) A four-part article and video series on

copy but on amazon its like 50 dollars idk

the Stonewall as White for amateur players.

why. i buy old out of print chess book all the

An excellent introduction to the Stonewall

time for 01. cent to 5 dollars I have soltis

from a site worth knowing about and visiting

other book on the colle torre and stonewall I

often.
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Overall,

won many games because of this book.,
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